Bob,

We previously discussed the fact that I have quoted for another company prior to your request. Therefore, I have not made any indication to SCA concerning acceptability/capacity/pricing of the risk. In cases such as this, I cannot quote for SCA unless you receive an order to bind the risk.

Bob Hamman <bob.hamman@scapromo.com> on 01/03/2001 07:02:57 PM

To: "frank_lorenzo@swissre.com" <frank_lorenzo@swissre.com>
cc: "kathleen_ruggiano@swissre.com" <kathleen_ruggiano@swissre.com> (bcc: Frank Lorenzo/SwissRe)
Subject: Tourdefrance.xls

<<Tourdefrance.xls>>
I have discussed this case with you. I believe that you had agreed to the Level 1, 2 & 3 bonuses for $350,000/. However, I cannot find the documentation.

- Tourdefrance.xls
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